Holiday Elegance table set
by Karen O’Connor
for Crafter’s Companion

FESTIVE HOLIDAY TABLE SET is a beginner friendly pattern collection designed with
Crafter’s Companion Build-A-Block Plus© die cut system and Gemini© Die Cutting Machine in
mind. Using a combination of shapes, create an elegant block design that can make any project
special. Inspired by the spirit of the holiday season, stars are focal point in these designs. The
second inspiration for my quilt pattern set, Holiday Elegance, was the Build-A-Block Plus©
system itself and the shapes of the dies it offers. Rectangles, Half Rectangle Triangles, and
Isosceles triangles are shapes in so many quilt block designs.

~ The Holiday Elegance Table Set includes instructions for two placemat designs, one table
runner, and coasters. Every measurement is in inches and should be sewn with a ¼” seam
allowance. You will be using a variety of die sizes from your Build-A-Block Plus© set.

*RST = Right Sides Together
*WOF = Width of fabric
*Table Runner measures 15 ½” x 60”
*Placemats each measure 16 ¼” x 20 ½”

What You’ll Need ~
1 ¼ yards • Morris Holiday Ebony (black) 7314 14 (background)
1 yard • 108” Morris Holiday Met Crimson 11144 16 (backing)
¼ yard • 108” Morris Holiday Met Gold 11144 22 (star points)
1 yard • Morris Holiday Metallic Ebony Fruit Pomegranate 7312 14
(table runner border & binding)
½ yard • Morris Holiday Metallic Crimson 7310 14 (*Accent Fabric - star centers & accent
squares)
1 yard • Morris Holiday Metallic Leicester 7313 13 (placemat borders & binding)
¼ yard • Moda Bella Solids – Burgundy 9900 18 (placemat inner borders)
1/6 yard • Moda Bella Solids – Black 9900 99 (table runner inner border)
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Table Runner Instructions ~

A. Units for table runner blocks using Crafter’s Companion Build-A-Block Plus die cutting
system & Gemini©… Table runner blocks measure 9” finished.

* Half Rectangle Triangle = HRT ٠ Rectangle ٠ Isosceles Triangle
It’s important to remember to place your fabric in the plastic cover/metal & plastic shims
where you will be cutting along the grain line. Note page 2 of the BLOCK PATTERN
GUIDE book in your Build-A-Block Plus system for further instruction. The sandwich
equation that works best for me is the following: plastic cover + metal shim + fabric + die
facing down + plastic shim + plastic cover
* Isosceles & HRT – You’ll need (12) gold & (12) black Isosceles triangles and (24) gold & (24)
black HRTs.
1. To make your isosceles triangles using the gold and black fabrics, cut (1) 4” x WOF of each
fabric. Layer two strips together, folding the layered strips over once. Place the 3 ½” isosceles
triangle die with the pointed side facing down on the fabric. Using the sandwich equation
above, feed through the Gemini machine. Repeat steps until you have (12) gold and (12) black
isosceles triangles.
2. To make your HRTs using the gold and black fabrics, cut (1) 2 ½” x WOF of each fabric.
Layer two strips together, folding the layered strips over once. Place the 3 ½” x 2” HRT die with
the pointed side facing down on the fabric. Using the sandwich equation above, feed through
the Gemini machine. Repeat steps until you have (24) gold right and left HRTs and (24) black
right and left HRTs. *Because you are folding your fabric when putting it through the Gemini
machine, you just want to take note that you are getting those two different facing HRT shapes.
3. From black fabric cut (2) 2” x WOF strips. Subcut (24) 2” x 2” squares.
4. From black fabric cut (2) 3 ½” x WOF strips. Subcut (24) 2” x 3 ½” rectangles.
5. From accent fabric cut (2) 2” x WOF strips. Subcut (24) 2” x 2” squares.
6. From accent fabric cut (1) 3 ½” x WOF strip. Subcut (6) 3 ½” x 3 ½” center squares.
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B. Assembling Four Point and Eight Point stars for the table runner…
1. Laying squares RST, sew one 2” x 2” black square to one 2” x 2” accent square. Press seams
open. Make (24) 2 square units.
2. Making sure the black square is above the accent square, sew the new 2 square unit to the
right of one black rectangle. Press seams open. Make (24) square/rectangle units.
3. Laying one right HRT to the right of one Isosceles triangle, and then one left HRT to the left
of these units, sew your star point units together RST. You will sew the right HRT on top of the
isosceles triangle first, and then press the fabric towards the HRT. Repeat with the left HRT
unit, pressing again towards that unit. Each star point should measure 3 ½” x 3 ½”. Make all
(24) star points in the two alternating color sequences, i.e. black HRT/gold Isosceles triangles
and gold HRT/black Isosceles triangles.
4. Layout three Eight Point and three Four Point star blocks, being sure to include the 3 ½” x
3 ½” center accent squares. Assemble by row, pressing seams open. Finally sew three rows
together, pressing seams open, and making a total of six blocks, measuring 9 ½” x 9 ½”
unfinished.
5. Sew all six blocks together side by side in the order you prefer. Press seams open.

C. Table Runner Inner & Outer Borders…
Black inner border – cut (4) 1” x WOF
Subcut (2) 1” x 9 ½” side borders
With remaining fabric create (2) 1” x 55” top and bottom borders
Morris Holiday Metallic Ebony Fruit Pomegranate outer border – cut (4) 3 ½” x WOF
Subcut (2) 3 ½” x 10 ¼” side borders
With remaining fabric create (2) 3 ½” x 61” top and bottom borders
1. Sew both black inner side border strips to the right and left ends of the assembled row of
blocks. Press towards border.
2. Sew both long black border strips to the top and bottom of table runner center. Press
towards borders.
3. Sew both side outer border units to the left and right ends of the table runner. Press towards
borders.
4. Sew both long outer border strips to the top and bottom of table runner. Press towards
borders.
5. Quilt and bind using your preferred methods. Enjoy!
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Placemat Instructions ~

D. Units for placemat blocks using Crafter’s Companion Build-A-Block Plus die cutting system
& Gemini©… Placemat blocks measure 12” finished.
1. To make your isosceles triangles using the gold and black fabrics, cut (1) 5” x WOF of each
fabric. Layer two strips together, folding the layered strips over once. Place the 4 ½” isosceles
triangle dies with the pointed side facing down on the fabric. Using the sandwich equation
above, feed through the Gemini machine. Repeat steps until you have (8) gold and (8) black
isosceles triangles.
2. To make your HRTs using the gold and black fabrics, cut (1) 3” x WOF of each fabric. Layer
two strips together, folding the layered strips over once. Place the 2 ½” x 4 ½” HRT die with the
pointed side facing down on the fabric. Using the sandwich equation above, feed through the
Gemini machine. Repeat steps until you have (8) gold right and left HRTs and (8) black right
and left HRTs. *Because you are folding your fabric when putting it through the Gemini
machine, you just want to take note that you are getting those two different facing HRT shapes.
3. From black fabric cut (2) 4 ½” x WOF strips. Subcut (16) 4 ½” x 4 ½” squares.
4. From accent fabric cut (1) 4 ½” x WOF strips. Subcut (4) 4 ½” x 4 ½” center squares.

E. To make Eight Point & Four Point Star blocks for placemats…

1. Laying one right HRT to the right of one Isosceles triangle, and then one left HRT to the left
of these units, sew your star point units together. You will sew the right HRT on top of the
isosceles triangle first RST, and then press the fabric towards the HRT. Repeat with the left
HRT unit, pressing again towards that unit. Each star point should measure 4 ½” x 4 ½”. Make
all (24) star points in the two alternating color sequences, i.e. black HRT/gold Isosceles
triangles and gold HRT/black Isosceles triangles.
4. Layout three Eight Point and three Four Point star blocks, being sure to include the (4) 4 ½”
x 4 ½” black corner squares, as well as (1) 4 ½” x 4 ½” accent square per block. Assemble by
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row, pressing seams open. Finally sew three rows together, pressing seams open, and making a
total of six blocks, measuring 12 ½” x 12 ½” unfinished.

F. Placemat block frames, and Inner & Outer Borders…
Black background block sides – cut (3) 2 ½” x WOF
Subcut (8) 2 ½” x 12 ½” block frames
Burgundy inner border – cut (7) 1” x WOF
Subcut (8) 1” x 12 ½” side borders & (8) 1” x 17 ½” top and bottom borders
Morris Holiday Metallic Leicester outer border – cut (8) 3 ½” x WOF
Subcut (8) 2” x 13 ¼” side borders & (8) 2” x 13 ¼” top and bottom
borders.
1. Sew side block frame units to all four 12 ½” placemat blocks. Press towards the frames.
2. Sew both burgundy inner side border strips to the right and left ends of the assembled row of
blocks. Press towards border.
3. Sew both long burgundy border strips to the top and bottom of table runner center. Press
towards borders.
4. Sew both side outer border units to the left and right ends of the table runner. Press towards
borders.
4. Sew both long outer border strips to the top and bottom of table runner. Press towards
borders.
5. Quilt and bind using your preferred methods. Enjoy!

*Bonus Project
Coasters are so easy to make with the Crafter’s Companion Build-A-Block Plus© die cut system
and Gemini© Die Cutting Machine. Using leftover fabric and batting from your table runner and
placemat projects, and the 3 ½” x 6 ½” Rectangle dies, cut out a total of (8) fabric rectangles and
(4) batting rectangles.
1. Lay out a sandwich of material in the following order: fabric RST with one layer of batting on
top.
2. Using a 3/8” seam allowance, sew around the edge of the rectangle sandwich, being sure to
leave a 2” gap for turning on a long edge.
3. Turn that sandwich right side out, being sure to keep the batting in the center of the
sandwich.
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4. Press edges flat, being sure to turn the 2” open edge inward. Top stitch with a 3.0 straight
stitch on your machine about 1/8” to ¼” from the edge. Choose to try out some of those
decorative stitches on your machine to add a touch of whimsy and design to your coaster.
5. Make (4) to go with your (4) placemats.
Thanks for making along with me!
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